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REPLY COMMENTS OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
The National Association of Broadcasters (“NAB”)1 respectfully submits reply
comments on the above-captioned Petition for Rulemaking.2 AASHTO asks the
Commission to “clarify” that Travelers’ Information Station (TIS) facilities may be used to
broadcast AMBER Alerts as well as information regarding 511 services.
NAB has previously opposed petitions for rulemaking that sought, without a
sound basis, to fundamentally transform TIS services.3 As NPR notes, however,
AASHTO’s Petition is significantly narrower and appropriately defined. Accordingly,
NAB agrees with NPR that initiating a rulemaking to explore enabling TIS facilities to
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broadcast AMBERT Alerts and the availability of 511 services is consistent with the
public interest. NPR Comments at 1-2.
Since the inception of AMBER Alerts in 1996, broadcasters have worked with law
enforcement officials to quickly transmit an emergency alert when a child has been
abducted and may be in imminent danger. In addition, NAB partners with the U.S.
Department of Justice to provide broadcasters with AMBER Alert public service
messages for both radio and TV. These PSAs have featured John Walsh of America's
Most Wanted and Ed Smart, the father of Elizabeth Smart (who was abducted from her
Salt Lake City, Utah bedroom and recovered nine months later) and are available for
stations to download and broadcast. Expanding the availability of AMBER Alerts is
certainly a worthwhile goal, and we note that providing these alerts to local travelers
through TIS operations may be useful.4 We also note that the content and nature of
AMBER Alerts are prescribed by national guidelines, which should help ensure that TIS
facilities provide consistent content. For these reasons, NAB agrees with NPR that
allowing TIS facilities to provide AMBER Alerts is a “unique case warranting an
amendment to the TIS rules.” NPR Comments at 4.
NAB also agrees with NPR regarding TIS transmission of information about 511
services. These services allow state and local officials to offer a centralized location for
telephone information for local travelers, such as weather-related road conditions and
construction and congestion notices. As such, these services are comparable to the
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traveler-related information that TIS facilities may transmit, and permitting TIS facilities
to provide information about the availability of 511 information appears consistent with
the spirit of the TIS rules.
Unlike two earlier petitions concerning TIS,5 AASHTO’s request is narrowlydefined and does include potential TIS content that is consistent with the existing TIS
rules. NAB did not support those earlier requests because the petitioners failed to
provide sufficient evidence to justify the fundamental transformation of TIS operations
they sought. For example, the Association of Public-Safety Communications OfficialsInternational, Inc. (APCO) filed comments on AASHTO’s Petition reiterating its view that
TIS facilities should be permitted to broadcast NOAA weather reports and public health
messages and “other civil defense notices.”6 Given their very broad nature, NAB would
caution the Commission against linking the earlier petitions with AASHTO’s more
focused request.
In sum, NAB endorses the views of NPR that the Commission should initiate a
rulemaking to explore AASHTO’s request for a narrow and well-defined modification of
the TIS rules.
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